EPISODE 3: “FREEZE”
On today pod, Toomgis gonna talk about favorite summertime treat.
(TOOMGIS SLURPS FREEZE)
Mmmm…Toomgis talk about ampm’s Freeze.
(TOOMGIS SLURPS AGAIN)
And time when Toomgis create Freeze.
(TOOMGIS SLURPS ONCE MORE)
(GROANS IN PAIN) Ah, brain freeze hurt so good!
(PODCAST INTRO MUSIC PLAYS)

Welcome to Snack Origins. The podcast where Toomgis talk about how all tasty snacks
were created.
Who doesn’t love Freeze? Red Freeze. Blue Freeze. One Freeze. Two Freeze. They like
delicious soda, but only freezed. Toomgis normal temperature like nacho cheese, so when
Toomgis work out or get heated up standing next to microwave, nothing cool Toomgis
down like giant Freeze. Part because they so refreshing, and part because Toomgis
remember day he created Freeze. Almost like yesterday.
(STOCK ’80s MUSIC PLAYS IN BACKGROUND)
Many summers ago, Toomgis get frantic call from local ampm manager.
(ROTARY PHONE RINGS)
Manager say, “Toomgis, we need help. Thirst Oasis soda fountain is totally busted. What
we do?” So Toomgis strap on rollerblades to get there as fast as Toomgis can—don’t
forget this 1986.
Manager crying and say, “What we do? All this tubular soda and juice go bad.” So
Toomgis do only thing Toomgis can think to do—drink it all.

Toomgis drink and drink, but sad could not save all the soda. That when Toomgis
remember learning in master course at DeFries University about old man Omar who also
had broken soda machine, ’cept way back in nineteen-fifties. As story go, Omar put soda
in freezer and make frozen soda.
So manager and Toomgis try theory and then, like magic, soda turn from liquidy
goodness to refreshingly chill Freeze.
And today manager head of entire Freeze division at ampm. Manager offer assistant
position to Toomgis, but Toomgis would rather drink Freeze than be assistant boss-giant.
And that’s our time. Don’t forget to subscribe and rate show. Toomgis your host, and until
next pod, happy snacking!

